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The new SOCOM408-ELR is expertly engineered for .408 CheyTac, .375 
CheyTac and .375 EnABELR users by the same team that created SureFire’s 
SOCOM contract-winning suppressors for the world’s elite military units. 
It provides amazing sound attenuation for sniper rifles. Constructed of 
military-grade titanium and engineered to be the best in lightweight, high-
performance suppressors, the SOCOM408-ELR helps maintain the pinpoint 
accuracy that is critical in precision sniper rifle applications.
 
The SOCOM408-ELR’s noise-canceling baffle design is strictly based on 
the technically superior SureFire models that won the most extensive and 
rigorous suppressor trials in USSOCOM history. It provides maximum sound, 
flash and dust signature reduction along with minimal and consistent point-
of-aim, point-of-impact shift when engaging targets out to extreme ranges.

Weighing just 22 ounces, the SOCOM408-ELR may be light, but its robust 
construction meets our strict durability standards. It is coated with DLC and 
Cerakote finishes to resist abrasion and corrosion for maximum reliability and 
long service life, and its Fast-Attach® system allows lightning-fast and rock-
solid attachment/removal — hot or cold — no tools required.

Proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A., the 
SOCOM408-ELR continues the SureFire tradition of producing the finest 
combat-ready precision rifle suppressors available.

FEATURES

.408 CAL PRECISION MACHINED

PART# / UPC 

TITANIUM-SERIES FAST-ATTACH® SOUND SUPPRESSOR

FAST-ATTACH® STAY ON
TARGET

TITANIUM
ALLOY

SOCOM4o8-ELR

¼ The ultimate .408 sniper rifle suppressor, the SOCOM408-ELR is made 
from the highest-quality titanium for combat-ready durability and 
minimal impact on weapon-handling characteristics 

¼ Compatible with .375 CheyTac and .375 EnABLER

¼ Front plate, baffles, and lock ring machined from titanium for maximum  
weight savings 

¼ Excellent accuracy resulting from bore concentricity that exceeds 
match-grade ammo requirements 

¼ SureFire’s superior engineering delivers significant sound, flash, and 
dust signature reduction 

¼ Combat-proven, patented Fast-Attach® design provides tool-less, rock-
solid attachment/detachment in seconds 

¼ Innovative mounting adapters feature multiple bearing surfaces 
for tight mating with suppressor back section, ensuring a precise, 
consistent fit 

¼ All SureFire SOCOM suppressors are test fired to ensure accuracy 

¼ Sturdy construction; delivers long service life 

¼ Proudly designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

SOCOM408-ELR

BODY COLORS

CALIBER .408 cal
CONSTRUCTION Titanium Alloy

COATING DLC and Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER 2.0 in (5.1 cm)

LENGTH 9.9 in (25.1 cm)

WEIGHT 22.0 oz (623 g)
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SOCOM408-ELR-BK

SOCOM408-ELR-DE

084871329620

084871329637
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PACKAGING SPECS

TYPE 4C corrugated box

HEIGHT 3.375 in (8.6 cm)

WIDTH 12 in (30.5 cm)

DEPTH 3.375 in (8.6 cm)
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MUZZLE BRAKES
SFMB-408-3/4 -24

SFMB-408-M22X1.5

KIT CONTENTSFEATURED ACCESSORIES

SUPPRESSOR POUCH & CLEANING BRUSH
Every SureFire SOCOM Series suppressor comes with a FirstSpear™ 

MOLLE pouch and cleaning brush.


